Provision of the connections provided under this Tariff will be in accordance with the following:

A. The rate group classification for the exchange where the end-point of the service is located shall determine the applicable monthly rates, rentals and access charges.

For a Type 1T connection, the monthly rates provide for a connection to the Company’s local central office switching equipment designated to serve the geographical area in which the earth station or Telesat central office is located. Where the Type 1T connection is provided from an exchange other than the exchange designated to serve the geographical area in which the earth station or Telesat central office is located, standard monthly interexchange mileage charges as specified in CRTC 1005 – Items 106/106-A are applicable to extend the Type 1T connection from that exchange to the earth station.

Other rates and charges may also apply for the provision of additional Company-provided equipment or facilities required by Telesat for the provision of service by Telesat to its customer.

B. Where a Type 1T connection is used for voice or data service, the monthly rates and service charges for a multi-line or Information System Access Line, as specified in CRTC 1005 Item 32 respectively, apply.

C. Where a Type 1T connection, used for voice or data service, is located outside an established Base Rate Area and/or within an established Locality Rate Area but within the exchange area, the applicable charges, as specified in CRTC 1005 Items 102, 102-A, 108 and 108-A, apply in addition to B. preceding and D. following.

D. Where a Type 1T connection, used for voice or data service, is furnished from a foreign central office, monthly rates apply as specified in CRTC 1005, Items 122 and 122-A and are in addition to B. and C. preceding.

E. Where a Type 1T connection, used for voice or data service, is furnished from a foreign exchange, monthly rates apply as specified in CRTC 1005 – Items 124 and 124-A.

F. Where a Type 1T connection is used for voice or data service which originates or terminates outside the exchange area within which the end-point connection is located, a monthly interexchange access charge consisting of 25% of the rate applicable in B. preceding applies.

G. Where a Type 2T connection requires the provision by the Company to Telesat of a local channel or an interexchange channel, appropriate rentals and charges will apply as specified in CRTC 1005 – Items 400 and 400-A, or Items 106 and 106-A.

H. Where a Type 2T connection is used for voice or data service which originates or terminates outside the exchange area within which the end-point connection is located, and the equipment or facility with which the Type 2T connection is connected is not arranged so as to restrict such service from access to the exchange network, a monthly interexchange access charge, as specified in F. preceding, applies.

See Page 2 for explanation of symbols.
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